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QUESTION 1

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A company has locations in multiple countries and regions across four continents. 

The company stores the total amount of each order in the local currency of the country/region where the customer is
located. The company stores the applicable exchange rates in a custom US dollars (USD) exchange rate table. 

You need to create a visualization that displays the total amount of orders by country/region in USD. 

Proposed solution: 

Create a custom calculated field of type currency on the order table that converts the order total to USD and displays
the total amounts by region in a Power BI chart. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Instead use a calculated field. 

Need to calculate the exchange rate in USD. 

Calculated columns are calculated in real-time when they are retrieved. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/data-platform/calculated-rollup-attributes 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

A company uses a model-driven app. You create a Power BI sales report. 

The executive of the company wants all users to see tiles from the report in the model-driven app. 

You need to ensure all users can see the tiles. 

What should you do? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 
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NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Power Platform Environment settings 

Before users can embed Power BI visualizations on personal dashboards, the organization-wide setting must be
enabled. 

1. 

In the Power Platform admin center, select an environment. 

2. 

Select Settings > Product > Features. 

3. 

Under Embedded content set Power BI visualization embedding to On to enable or Off to disable. 

4. 

Select Save. 

Box 2: Create a personal dashboard 

You can embed Power BI tiles on your personal dashboard. 

1. 
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Open your app and go to Dashboards. 

2. 

Select an existing personal dashboard or select New to create one. 

3. 

On the dashboard, select an area where you want the tile to appear, and then select Power BI Tile on the toolbar. 

4. 

Add new Power BI tile. 

5. 

In the Power BI Tile dialog, select the workspace and then select the Power BI tile that you want to display on your
dashboard. Select Enable for mobile if you want to make the tile available for Dynamics 365 for tablets and Dynamics
365 for phones. 

6. 

Select another area of the dashboard and repeat this step to add another Power BI tile, or other component, such as a
chart or list, to your dashboard. 

7. 

Select Save to save your dashboard. 

Box 3: Share report and share dashboard. 

To share your personal dashboard that contains Power BI visualizations you must configure sharing in both Dataverse
and Power BI, and the user or group must have the same credentials and appropriate level of access in both services.
To 

share your personal dashboard in your app, go to Dashboards. In the list of dashboards, select the personal dashboard
you want, and then select SHARE DASHBOARD. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/use-power-bi#embed--visualizations-on-personal-dashboards 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

A company uses data from a publicly available web service. You plan to create a tabular report by using Power BI
Desktop to visualize data from the web service. 

The data returned in one column is numeric and must be converted to a corresponding text value. The most up-to-date
version of the data must always be used. 

You need to create the report and make it available only to co-workers. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
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the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You will receive credit for any of the correct orders you select. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Step 1: Create a table and input the data from the web service Step 2: Perform data transformation Step 3: Create the
visualization. Step 4: Publish to AppSource 

With Power BI apps, you can create collections of dashboards and reports and publish these collections as apps to your
whole organization or to specific people or groups. Business users get your apps in a few different ways: 

1. 

They can find and install your app from Microsoft AppSource. 

2. 

You can send them a direct link. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/collaborate-share/service-create-distribute-apps 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

A company uses Microsoft Power Platform in a production environment. The company is defining new business
processes in a prototyping environment. You create components in both environments. 

You need to package the components you create. 

Which solution types should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate solution types to the correct components. Each
solution type may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll 
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to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Managed Managed solutions are used to deploy to any environment that isn\\'t a development environment for
that solution. This includes test, UAT, SIT, and production environments. Managed solutions can be serviced
independently from other managed solutions in an environment. 

Box 2: Segmented Use solution segmentation so that you only include entity components that are updated when you
distribute solution updates. With solution segmentation, you export solution updates with selected entity assets, such as
entity fields, forms, and views, rather than entire entities with all the assets. To create a segmented solution, you use the
Solutions area in Power Apps. 

Incorrect: 

* Unmanaged 

Unmanaged solutions are used in development environments while you make changes to your application. Unmanaged
solutions can be exported either as unmanaged or managed. 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/alm/segmented-solutions-alm 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/alm/solution-concepts-alm 

 

QUESTION 5

You create a new solution publisher and include a publisher prefix value. 

Which two actions can you perform? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. You can change contact details of a publisher after you create the publisher 
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B. When you change a solution publisher prefix, you can change the schema name for existing components 

C. You can change the schema name of a publisher after creating the publisher 

D. You can add a component from one solution to another solution that has a different publisher 

Correct Answer: AD 

Once you introduce a publisher for a component in a managed solution, you can\\'t change the publisher for the
component. 

Incorrect Answers: 

B: When you change a solution publisher prefix, you should do it before you create any new apps or metadata items
because you can\\'t change the names of metadata items after they\\'re created. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/alm/solution-concepts-alm#solution-publisher 
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